1. **Name of the Project:** Supplying / Providing, fixing and erection of Furniture / Interior work and Artifacts in the fort precinct for PART-A Work, Surat.

2. **Sector:** Heritage

3. **Cost and financing:**
   - SCP Cost – Rs. 00.00 Cr
   - DPR Cost – Total Comprehensive Heritage Project DPR Cost: Rs. 154.07 Cr. Out of that subjected work DPR Cost: 1.99 Cr.
   - Tender Estimated Cost - Rs. 2.12 Cr
   - Tender Sanctioned Cost - Rs. 1.9882 Cr
   - Convergence Scheme/PPP/SMC – SMC own fund
   - Convergence/PPP/SMC Costing- Rs. 1.9882 Cr

4. **Brief Description (Technical Details):**
   - Supplying / Providing, fixing and erection of Furniture / Interior work and Artifacts in the fort precinct PART-A Work

5. **Current status of the project implementation:** Work in Progress

6. **Likely completion date of project:** 30/09/2018

7. **Impact/ Envisaged Impact of the project:** Furniture / Interior work and Artifacts in the fort precinct PART-A Work

8. **Site Plan (Google Map):** ----

9. **Site Photographs (High Resolution Image, before & after implementation):** Attached